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a b s t r a c t

Conventional additive spread-spectrum (SS) data embedding has a dangerous security

flaw that unauthorized receivers can blindly extract hidden information without the

knowledge of carrier(s). In this paper, pseudo-noise (PN) masking technique is adopted as

an efficient security measure against illegitimate data extraction. The proposed PN-

sequence masked SS embedding can offer efficient security against current SS embedding

analysis without inducing any additional distortion to host nor notable recovery

performance loss. To further improve recovery performance, optimal carrier design for

PN-masked SS embedding is also developed. With any given host distortion budget, we

aim at designing a carrier to maximize the output signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio

(SINR) of the corresponding maximum-SINR linear filter. Then, we present jointly optimal

carrier and linear processor designs for PN-masked SS embedding in linearly modified

transform domain host data. Finally, PN-masked multi-carrier/multi-message SS embed-

ding is studied as well. The extensive experimental studies confirm our analytical

performance predictions and illustrate the benefits of the designed PN masked optimal

SS embedding.

& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Information hiding, which is also called as digital data
embedding, is the process of hiding data under a cover med-
ium (also referred to as host), such as image, video, or audio
[1,2]. Applications may vary from annotation, copyright-
marking, and watermarking to single-stream media merging
(text, audio, image) and covert communication [3–8]. As a
general encompassing comment, different applications of
information hiding, such as the ones identified above, require
different satisfactory tradeoffs between the following four
basic attributes of data hiding [9]: (i) payload – information

delivery rate; (ii) robustness – hidden data resistance to noise/
disturbance; (iii) transparency – low host distortion for
concealment purposes; and (iv) security – inability by
unauthorized users to detect/access the covert communica-
tion channel.

The data hiding performance in terms of above four

attributes depends directly on how the data is inserted in

the host. Therefore, it is a crucial step to determine the

embedding process in the design of a data hiding system.

Data embedding can be performed either directly in the time

(audio) or spatial (image) domain [10–14] or in a transform

domain [15–26]. While direct embedding in the original host

signal domain may be desirable for system complexity

purposes, embedding in a transform domain may take

advantage of the particular transform domain properties

[27] and enables the powerful notion of spread-spectrum
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(SS) data embedding when the secret signal is spread over a

wide range of host frequencies [28–32].
In this paper, we focus our attention on additive SS

embedding in transform domain host. In direct analogy to
SS digital communication systems [33], conventional addi-
tive SS embedding methods use an equal-amplitude modu-
lated carrier/signature to deposit one information symbol
across a group of host data coefficients or a linearly trans-
formed version of the host data coefficients. Recently, a
dangerous security flaw of SS embedding has been alerted
and investigated. Embedding a number of information
symbols with a same carrier will create a strong basis/
subspace of the hidden signal which can be tracked and
analyzed. Therefore, even without the knowledge of carrier
(s), unauthorized receivers can still blindly extract the
embedded data by blind signal separation (BBS) methods
[34–37] or novel iterative generalized least square (IGLS)
approaches [38,39]. The illegitimate blind hidden data
extraction has also been referred to as “Watermarked con-
tent Only Attack” (WOA) in the watermarking security
context [34–37]. Thus, it raises the concerns of making SS
embedding more difficult to be extracted by the illegitimate
users. Two interesting SS embedding schemes were pro-
posed in [40] which attempt to withstand SS embedding
analysis by using random-like amplitudes. However, these SS
embedding schemes sacrifice recovery performance to
enhance the security and consequently are sensitive to noise
which would lead to high recovery error rates by intended
recipients. More importantly, information leakage cannot be
fully prevented because information symbols are still
embedded by the same carrier.

Pseudo-noise (PN) masking technique has been proven to
be an effective technique against unauthorized data collec-
tion (eavesdropping) in the context of secure wireless com-
munications. Typical examples of PN masking technique are
military-grade communications and global-positioning sys-
tems (GPS). In this work, we first develop a PN-masked
secure SS embedding approach in which the embedded SS
single is scrambled by random-like PN masks such that no
subspace of embedded signal can be found and tracked in
the data-embedded host. With our proposed PN masked SS
embedding scheme, the performance in terms of recovery
bit-error-rate (BER) at the intended receiver is maintained at
almost the same level as the conventional SS embedding (i.e.
almost no performance loss), while the unauthorized users
will have BER close to 0.5 (i.e. almost perfect security). Since
the proposed PN masked SS embedding schemes can effi-
ciently minimize the likelihood that embedded data are
“stolen” by the unauthorized users, they are suitable for
the applications with high security requirement, such as
steganography and covert communications.

It should also be understood that the host, which acts as a
source of interference to the secret message of interest, is
known to the message embedder. Such knowledge can be
exploited appropriately to facilitate the task of the blind
receiver at the other end and minimize the recovery error
rate for a given host distortion level, minimize host distortion
for a given target recovery error rate, maximize the Shannon
capacity of the covert channel, etc. By exploiting the knowl-
edge of the second order statistics (SOS) of host, the recently
presented Gkizeli–Pados–Medley eigen-design optimal

carrier [29,30] can maximize the signal-to-interference-
noise-ratio (SINR) at the output of the corresponding
maximum-SINR linear filter. Benefiting from the legacy of
[29,30], the optimal carrier design for PN-masked SS embed-
ding is also studied.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
briefly reviews the prior art on additive SS embedding. PN-
masked SS embedding is present in Section 3. These results
are generalized to multi-carrier embedding in Section 4.
Section 5 is devoted to experimental studies and comparisons.
A few concluding remarks are drawn in Section 6.

The following notation is used throughout the paper.
Boldface lower-case letters indicate column vectors and
boldface upper-case letters indicate matrices; R denotes
the set of all real numbers; ðÞT denotes matrix transpose; IL
is the L� L identity matrix; sgnf�g denotes zero-threshold
quantization; Ef�g represents statistical expectation; J � J is
vector norm.

2. Prior art of additive SS embedding

Consider a host image HAM
N1�N2 where M is the

finite image alphabet and N1 � N2 is the image size in
pixels. Without loss of generality, the image H is parti-
tioned into M local non-overlapping blocks of size
N1N2=M. Each block, H1;H2;…., HM , is to carry one hidden
information bit biAf71g, i¼ 1;2;…;M, respectively.
Embedding is performed in a 2-D transform domain T

(such as the discrete cosine transform and a wavelet
transform). After transform calculation and vectorization
(for example by conventional zig-zag scanning), we obtain
T ðHiÞAR

N1N2=M ; i¼ 1;2;…;M. From the transform domain
vectors T ðHiÞ we choose a fixed subset of LrN1N2=M

coefficients (bins) to form the final host vectors xiAR
L,

i¼ 1;2;…;M. It is common and appropriate to avoid the dc
coefficient (if applicable) due to high perceptual sensitivity
in changes of the dc value.

To draw a parallelism with SS communication systems,
conventional SS embedding treats embedded message as the
SS signal of interest transmitted through a noisy “channel”
(the host). The disturbance to the SS signal of interest is the
host data themselves plus potential external noise due to
physical transmission of the watermarked data and/or proces-
sing/attacking. In particular, conventional additive SS embed-
ding is carried out in the transform domain by

yi ¼ Abisþxiþni; i¼ 1;…;M; ð1Þ

where information bit biAf71g is embedded in the trans-
form domain host vector xiAR

L via additive SS embedding
by means of a (normalized) spreading sequence (carrier/
signature) sAR

L; JsJ ¼ 1, with a corresponding embedding
amplitude A40. For the sake of generality, ni represents
potential external white Gaussian noise1 of mean 0 and
autocorrelation matrix σ2

nIL, σ
2
n40.

In an effort to reduce the interference effect of the host
signal, the host vectors xi, i¼ 1;…;M, can be steered away
from the embedding carrier using an operator of the form

1 Additive white Gaussian noise is frequently viewed as a suitable

model for quantization errors, channel transmission disturbances, and/or

image processing attacks.
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ðIL�cssT Þ with parameter cAR, i¼ 1;…;M, and the carrier
sAR

L. In parallel to (1), the composite signal of additive SS
embedding on linearly transformed host data is [28,30]

yi ¼ AbisþðIL�cssT Þxiþni; i¼ 1;…;M; ð2Þ

where information symbol bit biAf71g is embedded,
using amplitude A40 and (normalized) carrier
sAR

L; JsJ ¼ 1; in the ith linearly transformed host data
vector ðIL�cssT Þxi. The optimal carrier s and transform
parameter c to maximize the output SINR are presented in
Proposition 3 of [30].

The SS embedding schemes (1) and (2) have been shown
to have a dangerous security flaw. Using the same carrier s to
embed all information bits can generate a strong basis/sub-
space of embedded signal in data-embedded host yi,
i¼ 1;…;M. By analyzing observation signal yi with BBS-
based algorithms [34–37] or a novel IGLS approach [39],
embedded information bits can be blindly extracted by
unauthorized users without the knowledge of carrier s. Using
random-like amplitudes [40] can weaken SS embedding
analysis to a certain degree, but still has the problem of
information leakage and suffers from loss of recovery perfor-
mance. To practically provide a secure SS embedding, in the
next section we adopt PN-sequence masking technique on SS
embedding to protect the secret data without any notable
performance loss.

3. PN-sequence masked SS embedding

Let m¼ ½m1;m2;…;mN�T Af71gN be a PN-sequence
(such as m-sequence or Gold code) of large length
NZLM. We select M non-overlap segments from m as
mask vectors m1;m2;…;mM of length L each

mi9 ½mði�1ÞLþ1;…;miL�T ; i¼ 1;…;M: ð3Þ

The PN-mask vector mi is used to scramble the SS signal of
interest Abis by component-wise multiplication of carrier s
and mi. PN-masked carrier for the ith bit bi is defined as

ci9s � mi9 ½sð1Þmið1Þ; sð2Þmið2Þ;…; sðLÞmiðLÞ�T ð4Þ

where � denotes component-wise vector multiplication.
Since the mask vector mi just pseudo-randomly flips each
element of s, then with a normalized regular carrier
JsJ ¼ 1, the PN-masked carriers are also normalized
Jci J ¼ 1, i¼ 1;…;M.

Instead of using the same carrier s, information bit
biAf71g is embedded in host xi by means of a PN-masked
carrier ciAR

L; Jci J ¼ 1

yi ¼ Abiciþxiþni; i¼ 1;…;M; ð5Þ

with an embedding amplitude A40. With random-like
PN-masked carriers, the SS signal of interest Abici behaves
like white noise and no subspace of embedded signal can
be tracked from the observation data yi. Therefore, PN-
masked SS embedding in (5) can efficiently prevent
illegitimate data extraction by unauthorized users who
have no knowledge of PN masks.

Squared Euclidean metric is rudimentary but common
choice to measure the distortion to host. The mean-squared

(MS) distortion to the host due to the embedded data only is

D¼ EJ ðAbiciþxiÞ�xi J
2 ¼ A2: ð6Þ

The MS distortion of PN-masked SS embedding
depends only on the embedding amplitudes and PN-
sequence masking operation would not induce any more
distortion to host.

Recovery of the embedded information bits at the
intended receiver requires use of a replica PN generator
to “strip-off” the mask by following operation:

~y i ¼ yi � mi

¼ Abis � mi � miþxi � miþni � mi

¼ Abisþ ~x iþ ~n i ð7Þ

where ~x i9xi � mi is PN-masked host vector,
~n i9ni � mi. After mask removal, the PN-masked SS
embedding in (7) has a similar form to the conventional
SS embedding in (1) with PN-masked host ~x i instead of
original host vector xi. Since PN masking operation at the
intended receiver just randomly flips the host coefficients
and the external noise, the total disturbance ð ~x iþ ~n iÞ to the
signal of interest Abis would not be amplified.

The embedded bits can be recovered by looking at the
sign of the output of a filter wAR

L

b̂ i ¼ sgn wT ~y i

� �

: ð8Þ

In current data hiding applications, simple matched filter
(MF)

wMF ¼ s ð9Þ

has been widely used by the intended receiver to recover
embedded bits. With signal of interest Abis and total
disturbance ð ~x iþ ~n iÞ in (7) after mask removal operation
at the intended receiver, the output SINR of filter w is

SINR¼ EfJAbiðwTsÞJ2g
EfJwT ð ~x iþ ~n iÞJ2g

¼ A2wTssTw

wT ðR ~x þσ2
nILÞw

ð10Þ

where

R ~x9Ef ~x i ~x
T
i g ¼

1

M

X

M

i ¼ 1

~x i ~x
T
i ð11Þ

is the autocorrelation matrix of PN-masked host vectors.
The linear filter that offers maximum SINR at its output is
[41]

wmaxSINR ¼ ðR ~x þσ2
nILÞ

�1s: ð12Þ

The exact maximum output SINR value attained is

SINRmax ¼ A2sT ðR ~x þσ
2
nILÞ

�1s: ð13Þ

We can view SINRmax as a function of the embedding
carrier s and identify the signature that maximizes the
SINR at the output of the maximum SINR filter. Our
findings are presented in the form of a proposition below
that parallels the developments in [30] for the conven-
tional SS embedding case. The proof is straightforward and
omitted.

Proposition 1. Consider PN-masked SS embedding by (5).
The optimal carrier soptAR

L that maximizes the output SINR

M. Li et al. / Signal Processing: Image Communication 39 (2015) 17–25 19



of the maximum-SINR filter wmaxSINR is

sopt ¼ qL ð14Þ

where qL is the eigenvector of autocorrelation matrix R ~x in

(11) with the smallest corresponding eigenvalue λL. When

sopt ¼ qL, the maximum-SINR filter with this optimal carrier

is also a matched filter

wmaxSINR �wMF ¼ qL:□ ð15Þ

Now we turn our attention on PN-masked SS embed-
ding on linearly transformed SS embedding which is
modeled in a form of

yi ¼ AbiciþðIL�ccic
T
i Þxiþni; i¼ 1;…;M; ð16Þ

where ci9s � mi is the PN-masked carrier. The host
vector xi is linearly transformed by ðIL�ccic

T
i Þ which is

formed by the corresponding PN-masked carrier ci.
The intended receiver first removes the masks from yi

by

~y i ¼ yi � mi

¼ ðAbiciþxi�ccic
T
i xiþniÞ � mi

¼ Abici � miþxi � mi�cðcTi xiÞðci � miÞþni � mi:

ð17Þ

With cTi xi ¼ ðs � miÞTxi ¼ sT ðmi � xiÞ and ci � mi ¼ s,
mask-removed signal in (17) can be rewritten as

~y i ¼ Abisþxi � mi�cðsT ðmi � xiÞÞsþni � mi

¼ Abisþ ~x i�cðsT ~x iÞsþ ~n i

¼ AbisþðIL�cssT Þ ~x iþ ~n i ð18Þ

where ~x i9xi � mi, ~n i9ni � mi. Now PN-masked SS
embedding on linearly transformed host is similar to the
non-PN-masked one in (2).

The mean-squared distortion due to the embedding

operation only is

D¼ E J AbiciþðIL�ccic
T
i Þxi

� �

�xi J
2

n o

¼ E J Abi�ccTi xi

� �

ci J
2

n o

¼ E JAbi�csT ~x i J
2

n o

¼ A2þc2sTR ~xs: ð19Þ

It should be noticed that, in contrast to (6), the distortion
level is controlled not only by A but also by c. Compared to
conventional SS embedding in (5), SS embedding on
linearly transformed host uses part of available distortion
to pre-suppress the interference at the embedding side
and then utilizes the remaining distortion to embed
information bits. The joint optimal carrier s, amplitude A,
and transformation parameter c design to maximize out-
put SINR are summarized in Proposition 2 below whose
proof is similar to Proposition 3 in [30] and omitted.

Proposition 2. Consider PN-masked SS embedding in line-

arly transformed host data by (16). Let q1;q2;…;qL be

eigenvectors of R ~x in (11) with corresponding eigenvalues

λ1Zλ2Z⋯ZλL. For any hidden message-induced distortion

budget D, the optimal carrier s, amplitude A, and

transformation parameter c to maximize SINR are

sopt ¼ qL; ð20Þ

copt ¼
λLþσ2

nþD�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðλLþσ2
nþDÞ2�4λLD

q

2λL
; ð21Þ

A¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

D�c2λL
p

: ð22Þ

When sopt ¼ qL and c¼ copt, then maximum SINR filter

simplifies to

wmaxSINR ¼wMF ¼ qL:□ ð23Þ

Adaptive optimal carrier design can significantly
improve recovery performance. However, when host
image is changed, the embedder needs to re-design the
optimal carrier and re-transmit it to the intended receiver
via a secure channel. This operation may be not applicable
for some data hiding applications. In the most common
data hiding cases, the carrier is pre-defined and known for
both embedder and receiver. For any arbitrary carrier s, the
optimal separation of distortion budget to maximize the
output SINR is presented in the form of a proposition
below.

Proposition 3. Consider PN-masked SS embedding in line-

arly transformed host data by (16) and matched filter

wMF ¼ s is used for embedded bits recovery. For any hidden

message-induced distortion budget D and carrier s, the

optimal amplitude A and transformation parameter c to

maximize SINR are

copt ¼
αþσ2

nþD�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðαþσ2
nþDÞ2�4αD

q

2α
; ð24Þ

A¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

D�c2α
p

; ð25Þ

where α9sTR ~xs.□

Proof. With SS embedding signal (17) after mask removal,
the output SINR of MF is

SINR¼ EfJAbi J2g
EfJsT ððIL�cssT ÞxiþnÞJ2g

ð26Þ

¼ A2

sT ððIL�cssT ÞR ~x ðIL�cssT Þþσ2
nIÞs

¼ A2

sTR ~xs�2csTR ~xsþc2sTR ~xsþσ2
n

¼ A2

α�2cαþc2αþσ2
n

ð27Þ

where we define α9sTR ~xs. By Applying
D¼ A2þc2sTR ~xs¼ A2þc2α into (27), we obtain

SINR¼ D�c2α

α�2cαþc2αþσ2
ð28Þ

By direct differentiation of (28) with respect to c and root

selection, we obtain c¼ αþσ2
n þD�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðαþσ2
n þDÞ2 �4αD

p
2α in (24).□
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4. Multi-carrier PN-masked SS embedding

In this section, we extend our studies to the emerging
concept of multi-carrier/multi-message SS embedding. We
consider K distinct message bit sequences, fbk;1; bk;2;…;

bk;Mg, k¼ 1;2;…;K , bk;iAf71g, i¼ 1;…;M, each of length
M bits. The K message sequences may be to be delivered to
K distinct corresponding recipients or they are just K

portions of one large message sequence to be transmitted
to one recipient. In particular, the ith bit from each of K
sequences, b1;i;…; bK ;i, is simultaneously embedded in the
ith transform-domain host vector xi with corresponding
amplitude Ak;iZ0 and PN-masked carrier ck;i ¼ sk � mi,
miAf71gL; skAR

L, Jsk J ¼ 1, k¼ 1;…;K , i¼ 1;…;M:

yi ¼
X

K

k ¼ 1

Ak;ibk;ick;iþxiþn

¼
X

K

k ¼ 1

Ak;ibk;isk

 !

� miþxiþn; i¼ 1;2;…;M: ð29Þ

The contribution of each individual embedded message
bit bk;i to the composite signal is Ak;ibk;ick;i and the MS
distortion to the original host data due to the embedded

message-k alone is

Dk ¼ EfJAk;ibk;ick;i J
2g ¼ 1

M

X

M

i ¼ 1

A2
k;i; k¼ 1;…;K:

Under a statistical independence assumption across
message bits, the mean-squared distortion of the original
image due to the total multi-message insertion is

D
t ¼

X

K

k ¼ 1

Dk ¼
1

M

X

K

k ¼ 1

X

M

i ¼ 1

A2
k;i: ð30Þ

After PN-mask removal, the intended receiver of the kth
message can use a filter wkAR

L to recover embedded bits

b̂k;i ¼ sgn wT
k yi � mi

� �� �

¼ sgn wT
k

X

K

k ¼ 1

Ak;ibk;iskþxi � miþn � mi

 !( )

¼ sgn Ak;ibk;iðwT
kskÞþ

X

K

j ¼ 1;jak

Ak;ibk;iw
T
ksjþwT

k
~x iþwT

k
~n i

8

<

:

9

=

;

ð31Þ

where ~x i9xi � mi, ~n i9ni � mi. Similar to the finding in
Proposition 6 of [30], the conditionally optimal carriers are
summarized in the form of Proposition 4 below.

Proposition 4. Consider additive SS embedding by (29). Let
q1;q2;…;qL be eigenvectors of R ~x with corresponding eigen-

values λ1Zλ2Z⋯ZλL. Orthogonal carriers that condition-

ally maximize the output SINR of the maximum SINR filter

wmaxSINR;k are

sopt
k

¼ qL�kþ1; k¼ 1;…;K : ð32Þ

When sopt
k

¼ qL�kþ1, maximum SINR filter simplifies to

matched filter

wmaxSINR;k �wMF;k ¼ sopt
k

:□ ð33Þ

5. Experimental studies

To carry out an experimental study of the developments
presented in the previous sections, we consider the familiar
gray-scale 512�512 “Baboon” image as a host example. We
perform 8�8 block DCT single-carrier embedding over all
63 bins except the dc coefficient. Hence, our carrier length is
L¼63 and we embed 5122=82 ¼ 4096 bits. For the sake of
generality, we also incorporate white Gaussian external noise
of variance σ2

n ¼ 3 dB. We evaluate the performance of eight
different embedding schemes: (i) conventional SS embed-
ding in (1) with an arbitrary carrier sarb, (ii) PN-masked
conventional SS embedding in (5) with an arbitrary carrier
sarb, (iii) conventional SS embedding in (1) with an optimal
carrier sopt, (iv) PN-masked conventional SS embedding in
(5) with an optimal carrier sopt, (v) linearly transformed SS
(LTSS) embedding in (2) with an arbitrary carrier sarb and the
optimal transformation parameter copt, (vi) PN-masked LTSS
embedding in (16) with an arbitrary carrier sarb and the
optimal transformation parameter copt, (vii) LTSS embedding
in (2) with an optimal carrier sopt and the optimal transfor-
mation parameter copt, (viii) PN-masked LTSS embedding in
(16) with an optimal carrier sopt and the optimal transform
parameter copt. In all examined SS embedding schemes, MF
is utilized to recover embedded bits.

Fig. 1 shows the recovery BER created by the embedded
message for above six embedding schemes as a function of
the MS distortion D per-block.2

We recall that the per-block distortion is due to the
embedding only (see (6)) and the variance of external noise
is fixed at σ2

n ¼ 3 dB in the experiment.3 It is demonstrated
from Fig. 1 that the proposed PN-masked SS embedding

14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32
10

−7

10
−6

10
−5

10
−4

10
−3

10
−2

10
−1

10
0

Distortion (per−block) in dB

B
E

R

Conventional, s , w/o. PN mask

Conventional, s , w. PN mask

Conventional, s , w/o. PN mask 

Conventional, s , w. PN mask

LTSS, s , c , w/o. PN mask 

LTSS, s , c , w. PN mask

LTSS, s , c , w/o. PN mask 

LTSS, s , c , w. PN mask

Fig. 1. BER versus per-block distortion due to embedding (512�512

Baboon, L¼63, external noise variance is fixed at σ2n ¼ 3 dB).

2 With block MS distortion D, the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)

of the image due to embedding can be calculated by

PSNR¼ 20log10ð255Þ�10log10ðD=64Þ. The embedding distortion to attack

distortion ratio (WNR) measure can also be easily obtained by

WNR¼ 10log10ðD=64=σ2
nÞ.

3 With σ2
n ¼ 3 dB, the initial peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of

image (i.e. no hidden data, only external noise) is 45:1 dB.
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schemes have almost the same BER performance as their
corresponding conventional SS embedding counterparts (see
the same color curves). This observation means that the use of
PN-sequence mask would not notably affect the BER perfor-
mance of SS embedding, i.e., no obvious performance loss. In
Figs. 2 and 3, we repeat the same experiment for gray-scale
512�512 “Bridge” and “Boat” images and the same conclu-
sions can be drawn. Now we examine the average perfor-
mance of the proposed PN-masked SS embedding algorithms
over a large image database. The experimental image data set
consists of more than 1500 8-bit gray-scale photographic
images ([42,43] combined) which have great varieties (e.g.
outdoor/indoor, daylight/night, natural/man-made) and differ-
ent sizes. Recovery performance plots are given in Fig. 4.
Similar conclusion can be drawn as in previous individual
image host experimentations.

To assess the perceptual quality of the data-embedded
images, in Fig. 5 we repeat the experiment in Fig. 4, but use
structural similarity (SSIM) index [44] as perceptual criterion
instead of the per-block distortion. The proposed similar

conclusion can be drawn. To further illustrate the perceptual
distortion due to the SS embedding, in Fig. 6 we display
some meaningful images. Fig. 6(a) is the original clean
512�512 Baboon image, Fig. 6(b) is the stego image with
data embedded by optimal LTSS, and Fig. 6(c) is the stego
image with data embedded by proposed optimal PN-masked
LTSS. From Fig. 6, we do not observe obvious perceptual
distortion. All these results illustrate that the proposed PN
mask method would not introduce any additional distortion
than the conventional SS embedding. To show the suitability
of the proposed PN masked SS embedding scheme for
different transform domains, in Fig. 7 we repeat the same
experiment of Fig. 1 but data are embedding on the discrete
wavelet transform (DWT) domain. Comparing Fig. 7 with
Fig. 1, it can be found that the performance is almost the
same which means that the proposed PN masked SS
embedding scheme is also suitable for other transform
domains. To evaluate robustness of the proposed PN-
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masked embedding schemes and investigate the effect of the
external noise on the performance, in Fig. 8 we keep the
distortion at D¼ 20 dB and show the BER of each embedding
scheme as a function of external noise variance σn

2
varying

from 0 dB to 10 dB. First of all, at different noise levels, the
proposed PN mask schemes would not notably degrade the
performance comparing their counterparts. Moreover, as the
noise level increases, the performance of ðsopt; coptÞ embed-
ding schemes (i.e. red curves) becomes worse. This means
that, for a larger noise level, we need to increase the distortion
to maintain the same BER performance. For other six embed-
ding schemes (black, green, and blue curves), since the
interference from the host to the embedded signal is very
large and dominant, performances of these six schemes do
not notable change with varying noise level.

To demonstrate the security offered by PN-sequence
masking, we adopt IGLS-based algorithm [39] which has
been shown to have better performance than BSS-based
algorithms. We keep the Baboon image as the host and data
are embedded with optimal carrier via (i) Circular Water-
marking (CW) scheme proposed in [40] to enhance SS
embedding security, (ii) non-PN-masked SS embedding,
and (iii) PN-masked SS embedding. The intended receiver
knows carrier and uses non-blind matched filter to recover
embedded bits. The unauthorized/adversary receiver has no
knowledge of carrier and uses IGLS-based algorithm to
blindly extract embedded bits. The BER performances of
intended receiver and unauthorized receiver are shown in
Fig. 9. If the intended receiver and the unauthorized
receiver have similar BER, then the embedding scheme
has a low security level; If the intended receiver has low
BER and the unauthorized receiver has much higher BER,
then the embedding scheme has a high security level; If the
unauthorized receiver has BER as high as 0.5 which means
that what he received are garbage, then the embedding
scheme has perfect security. While the unauthorized recei-
ver can successfully recover data hidden by CW scheme and
non-PN-masked SS embedding (almost the same BER as the
intended receiver), PN-masked SS can fail the unauthorized
receiver and provides perfect security for SS embedding. In
Fig. 10, we repeat the same experimentation with arbitrary
carrier and the same results can be found. In Fig. 11, instead
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Fig. 6. (a) Original 512�512 Baboon image, (b) image with 4096 bits data embedded by optimal LTSS method (per-block distortion is D¼ 20 dB), (c) image

with 4096 bits data embedded by PN-masked optimal LTSS method (per-block distortion is D¼ 20 dB).
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of focusing on one image, we carry out the experiment with
image data set consisting of more than 1500 images. The
average performance results shown in Fig. 11 illustrate that
our proposed PN masking SS embedding can efficiently
improve the security.

Finally, we consider the problem of multi-carrier SS
embedding. We wish to hide K¼16 data messages with each
message having its own individual orthogonal embedding
carrier. In Fig. 12 we examine the average performance of the
proposed multi-carrier SS embedding algorithms over a large
image database. The results in Fig. 12 reiterate the impor-
tance of PN masking operation and jointly optimized carrier
and host-data manipulation.

6. Conclusions

We considered the problem of embedding data in a digital
host via SS embedding in an arbitrary transform domain. PN-
sequence masked SS embedding was first proposed to

enhance the security and prevent illegitimate data extraction
by unauthorized users. Then, adaptive optimal carrier design
was developed to maximize the output SINR with any given
total distortion budget. To take these findings one step further,
we also extended our effort to cover multi-carrier/multi-
message embedding and developed carrier optimization algo-
rithm which can, once again, improve the probability of error
as well as enhance the security. As a brief concluding remark,
PN-sequence masked SS embedding is a very efficient secure
data hiding approach to protect embedded data without
inducing more distortion to host nor affecting recovery
performance. Optimal carrier design utilizes SOS of host and
can significantly improve SINR and consequently reduce BER.
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